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The cyber adventure    
Read the story and circle the 
neologisms you find. There are 11.  
 

Sarah and Tom were textploring the 

vast world of the internet. They were 

on a quest to find the ultimate 

cyberpet. As they scrolltrotted through 

various websites, they stumbled upon 

a mysterious one called "Pixel 

Paradise." 
 

Excitedly, they clicked on it and were 

transported into a digital wonderland. 

The screen was filled with colorful 

emojiverses and adorable bitbuddies. 

They decided to adopt a cute bytelet 

named Sparky. 
 

To keep Sparky happy, they had to 

emoji-feed him regularly and play 

cyberfetch. As they successfully 

completed tasks, Sparky grew into a 

happy bytebuddy. Sarah and Tom felt 

a sense of accomplishment in their 

virtual pet parenting skills. 
 

After their pixelventure, they logged 

off, eager to share their bytelet tales 

with friends. The emojiverse was 

indeed an exciting place for those who 

dared to textplore! 
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